
COOPER INDUSTRIES CASE STUDY SOLUTION

Detailed analysis of implication of merger between Cooper Industries and Nicholson File Company The DCF valuation
excel can viewed at.

The other option may be to purchase both of the companies, regardless of the financial risks involved. Major
changes for the American market may take place while the revenues from the overseas sales finance the
process. This price should also be attractive to the speculators holding anywhere from 50, to , shares. We
believe this should be funded through an issuance of common stock to current stakeholders of Nicholson. We
believe their main concern would be having the greatest return on their investment. Bob was an employee of
Cooper for twelve years at the time of his termination, and had seemingly improved his performance when
prompted to do so. Indicate the impact of the Local Environment on the focal firm. Prioritize the relative
importance of the impact of different elements. Utilization of this company seems more of a priority at the
time. Cooper acquires companies that are leading in their area of business, have a large market share and is the
leading company in their area of operation. Buying its number one competitor â€” Cameron â€” would make
Cooper increase total sales of this Segment and allow it to dominate the market, which would leave Cooper
with only one major competitor â€” FMC. If buying both the companies is not possible at the time, then
Cameron seems like a better option giving independence to Cooper in the valve dependence. First, Cooper has
shown that it can digest acquisitions well. Mr Cooper, a senior trust officer at the Big City Trust Company
sees that this auto-drive as the next big thing in technology and sees this as an opportunity to invest in such
new technology. D Cooper Industries, Inc. An earlier attempt had failed in  It also combines decentralized
operational management with centralized policy-making. Currently, Cooper is focusing on building a hand
tool business with a full product line that would use a common sales and distribution system and joint
advertising. Question Seven: Assume you are compiling your research report. MSG experts use
cross-referencing and benchmarking to identify improvements, develop training plans for workers, and
recommend capital investments or asset divestitures that would increase manufacturing efficiency. What
should be the deal offered to Porter and Nicholson management? Its managers are highly competent and
well-rewarded using appropriate compensation systems like profit-sharing and performance-linked bonuses
for all workers. The structure is a balanced M-Form structure where Business Units are accountable for
performance according to well-defined metrics. Taking the numbers just from that year will yield biased
results, thus we have calculated the averages over 5 years for Cooper e. Following are the answers to the case:
1. The strategic challenge for Cooper Industries is whether it can buy two companies, or only one, or none at
all, given the problems associated with the acquisition. Cooper, having 29, shares of Nicholson, also has the
support of Porter who is the largest shareholder in possession of , shares. Then, delete this Slide. Nicholson,
having the second largest amount of shares of , has a great deal of bargaining power as well. Can Cooper
digest two big acquisitions? Cooper must move quickly because Champion is a very attractive brand and there
are other potential buyers like Dana Corporation. It has clear cash flow targets that allow it to buy companies
with healthy cash flow so that it could pay off debts used to buy the company. On the other hand, acquisition
with cash lead the shareholders to get fixed price. Cooper has very important strengths that are valuable, rare,
and difficult to imitate. This has been done to keep a constant productive capacity for the firm. Please see
attached for calculations With Coopers interest in Nicholson, they have to take into account the varying
concerns of all groups involved in order to make more informed decisions going forward especially when each
group has differing levels of bargaining power. Post merger, the value of Cooper stock will rise further.


